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Overview

Spectrum Arguments

Positions

Problems & Questions



A Spectrum Argument (Individual Hedonic)

B � A, C � B, D � C , . . . But: A � Z



Rachels on Badness (Individual Hedonic)

Based on Rachels (1998), cf. Temkin (2012: Ch. 3&4):

A: one year of extreme agony
B: 100 years of slightly less agony than A
C: 300 years of slightly less agony than B
...
Z: millions of years of extremely mild pain (e.g. pinprick, mosquito
bite)
A � B � C � D � . . . But: Z � A



The Repugnant Conclusion (Population Ethics)

B � A (more total well-being), C � B, . . . But: A � Z
(According to Parfit, the repugnant and obviously unacceptable
conclusion would be Z � A. Z is ‘the live of muzak and potatoes’.)



The Mere Addition Paradox (Population Ethics)

A+ � A when comparing A and A+

B � A+ when comparing B and A+

A � B when comparing A and B



Temkin’s Central Thesis

The Essentially Comparative View

“There is some outcome such that either (i) there is no answer to
the question of how good this outcome is, considered just by itself,
or (ii) this answer has no special significance or relevance to how
good or bad this outcome is in comparison with other
outcomes.” (Nebel 2017:13, summarizing Temkin 2012: 371)



Rachels (2001)

The Quasi-Maximizing Theory

Conflation principle. “One state of affairs is hedonically better
than another if and only if one person’s having all the
experiences in the first would be hedonically better
than one person’s having all the experiences in the
second.” [214]

(Relative) Lexicality. “Pleasures sufficiently different in intensity
differ lexically.” [215, original emphasis]

Duration. “Someone’s feeling pleasure for time t is hedonically
better than someone’s feeling pleasure which is
slightly more intense but lasts 1% of t.” [216]

Intransitivity. Transitivity may fail for overall better than
comparisons. [216]



Select Replies: Voorhoeve (2013)

Aggregative Relevant Claims

“An individual’s claim is stronger the more her utility would be
increased by being aided and the lower the level of utility from
which this increase would take place. In addition to varying
strength, claims can be relevant or irrelevant in the face of
competing claims. A claim is relevant if an only if it is sufficiently
strong relative to the strongest competing claim.” [412]

I From {deathr , considerabler} choose considerabler .

I From {considerabler , very slightr} choose very slightr .

I From {deathr , very slight¬r} choose deathr . ⇐ That’s odd!

I From {deathr , considerabler , very slight¬r} choose
considerabler .

very slightr � considerabler � deathr



Select Replies: Handfield (2016)

Give up completeness. Better than remains transitive but is not
defined in certain places - somewhere in the Spectrum no
comparison is possible. In that case, it is rational to apply Status
Quo Maintenance:

Status Quo Maintenance

“. . . when choosing something you are currently endowed with and
an exchange for something else, only exchange if the alternative
item is strictly better, otherwise retain your current
endowment.” [15]

This principle was proposed by economist Mandler (2005).



Select Replies: Nebel (2017)

Spectrum cases constitute a Reductio ad absurdum, because they
can be modified to show that monotonicity (positivity) of ‘good’
does not hold. This is so absurd that we ought to reject one or
more premises of Spectrum argument. Nebel opts for treating them
as Sorites paradoxes, casting doubt on the induction hypothesis.

Monotonicity

“For any gradable adjective F , if x is F and y is F er than x , then
y is F .” [7]

Explanation: One of the cases, say K , in the positive spectrum should count as

good. So if L � K , by monotonicity L also counts as good, and so forth. But

because A � Z and A is not considered good in the first place, Z cannot be

good. Monotonicity does not hold, or we would have subscribe to the view that

either all options are good or all options are bad.



Select Replies: Klocksiem (2016)

Klocksiem (2016) argues that if lexical thresholds are absolute
rather than relative as in Rachels’s account, then overall better
than remains transitive.

Example for Individual Hedonic Better Than [1319]

I Suppose that M is slightly above a threshold, A is above the
threshold, and Z slightly below the threshold.

I Let A � M in intensity, but M has longer duration than A.

I Then: Either (A,M,Z ) or (M,A,Z ) but no violation of
transitivity.

I Z is simply below the threshold for the quality/intensity to
count.



How pervasive are lexical thresholds?

I Do perhaps (almost) all value dimensions have lexical
thresholds?

I A threshold causes one value aspect to change to another.
I Any type of relevance of a feature yields a threshold for value

quality.
I Aren’t we already using thresholds pervasively? Cf. tax

systems, salaries vs. income classes, numbers of people
affected, number of avoidable statistical deaths, etc.

I Can all relative thresholds be replaced by absolute thresholds?

I Or: Can relative thresholds be limited to ‘equally good’
comparisons (semiorders, interval orders)?



Connection with rationality

I What makes a rule, postulate, or constraint rational?

I Does rationality come to a degree?

I For example: Is it harder to give up transitivity than more
specific small-steps principles? Why? What would serve as a
‘meta-criterion’?

I What kind of arguments in favor of certain postulates are
‘admissible’? Are such judgments based on ‘intuitions’?

I Why would intuitions play a role in the first place? Is ethics
without intuitions possible?

I Does an equilibrium model of rationality make sense?

I Or should we rather examine sets of maximally consistent
rationality principles?
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